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Examples of oscillating chemical 
reactions are the Briggs-Rauscher 
reaction or the Belousov-Zhabotinsky 
reaction which result in periodic color 
changes. While some of such reactions 
are difficult to reproduce, there are 
multiple ways to produce a simpler and 
more reliable chemical oscillator. 
Propose a problem about an interesting 
and simple chemical oscillator.
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What is a chemical oscillator?

= a chemical reaction which exhibits periodic 
changes  (ex. colour changes, periodic gas 
emissions, foaming up)  

Why are these reactions important?
They show that chemical reactions do not have to be 
dominated by equilibrium thermodynamic behavior
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Computer simulation of the 
Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction



Examples of chemical oscillators

Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction

● color change from yellow to colourless
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Briggs-Rauscher reaction 

● color change from dark blue to colorless

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1t7oxCH1kBuObGDn6LdnUD85FHQ9CpR6S/preview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMF4RjiITGM&t=100


Less complex chemical oscillators
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The blue bottle experiment

- color change from blue to colourless

Very similar experiments:

● solution’s color changes when you shake it and comes back when you let it rest
● based on a redox reaction
● use glucose dissolved in a basic medium

The traffic light experiment

- color change from yellow to red to green



Proposed problem
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Study the cycle time* and its variation when changing the reactants 
concentration and the temperature in both the traffic light experiment and the 
blue bottle experiment.

Hypothese 1: The cycle time increases with the number of times you shake the solution.

Hypothese 2: The cycle time decreases when increasing the concentration of the reducing solution (NaOH + 
glucose).

Hypothese 3: The cycle time decreases when increasing the temperature of the water used.

Hypothese 4: The reaction “dies” after a limited number of cycles because the glucose is consumed.

*cycle time = elapsed time from the moment I started shaking the solution to the moment 
when it gets back to its original state



Experimental part
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The blue bottle experiment - Description
Materials: 

● Methylene blue - reduced form: 
colourless; oxidized form: blue

● Glucose (C6H12O6) 
● Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) - a 

catalyst 
● Distilled water
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MBreduced + O2 → 
MBoxidized

Colourless                  Blue

 MBoxidized + glucose + NaOH → MBreduced

   Blue                                            Colourless



The blue bottle experiment - Chemical explanation
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Oxygen reduction reaction

Oxidation / reduction 
of redox indicator 
(methylene blue)

Oxidation of reducing agent 
(glucose)



The blue bottle experiment - Procedure
1. In a 250 mL round-bottom flask, make a solution using 5 

grams NaOH, 5 grams glucose and 125 mL distilled water.
2. Add 1 mL of Methylene Blue solution (w=1% in ethanol) in 

the flask. 
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PBMVhbasdp11fG564Lu6QCa9K5idut1L/preview


The blue bottle experiment - Main step
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shaking

resting

re
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Shaking the solution 
and letting it rest

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PCxu4FNeA_vNPSkbxlAIcYgZdex6KoBa/preview


Blue bottle experiment - measurements and conclusions

● the trend lines are horizontal ⇒ H.1 is false; the cycle time is approx. constant
● the order of the 3 lines on the graph ⇒ H.2 is true; the cycle time decreases when increasing the 

concentration of the reducing solution 
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● distance between blue and yellow lines is far bigger than the distance 
between blue and red lines ⇒ the cycle time increase is not linear with the 
concentration decrease

stirrer



The traffic light experiment - Description

Materials:

● Indigo carmine - reduced form: 
yellow; intermediate form: red; 
oxidized form: green 

● Glucose (C6H12O6) 
● Sodium hydroxide solution 

(NaOH) - catalyst
● Hot distilled water
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ICreduced + O2 → 
ICintermediate

Yellow     shaking gently    Red

ICintermediate + O2  →   
ICoxidized

Red           shaking violently  Green

 ICoxidized + glucose + NaOH → ICreduced

   Green                                        Yellow



The traffic light - Chemical explanation
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Oxidation of reducing 
agent (glucose)

Oxidation / reduction of redox 
indicator (indigo carmine)



The traffic light - Procedure
1. In a beaker, dissolve 2 grams of glucose in 50 mL of hot 

water.
2. Add 10 mL NaOH (2m) solution.
3. In a 250 mL round-bottom flask, put 50 mL of hot water 

and a little bit of indigo carmine (1 gram). The colour 
changes in blue.

4. Add the hot alkalized glucose solution in the flask.  
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MHm8Dl_1blXrb8QsZe_RwvUMLVUiciOn/preview


The traffic light - Main step

Shaking the solution Letting the solution rest 
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shaking

shaking

resting

resting

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MKSjoVUm60YBCx9PJIcBclFgD56FRHM_/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MLDvR-G1G-FIHSbBBbIOwisl2av-RzwV/preview


The traffic light - Measurements and conclusions

On the left:

a solution 
prepared just 
before the video 
was taken

On the right:

 a solution 
prepared one 
day before

Obs: The fresh solution 
changed its colours more 
faster than the other one

Explanation: There is a limited number of cycles in 
which the solution changes its colour. The second 
solution lost some of its properties because it had 
already been shaken more times than the first one, 
which confirms H. 4. 19

Comparison between 2 traffic light solutions

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MNKAlV4-HclftyrL9dtfSJ1LLCukJqot/preview


The traffic light - Measurements and conclusions
● Number of times the solution can 

be shaken until it “dies” (loses its 
oscillation capability): around 6 
times

● Adding more glucose makes the 
solution become reversible again 
⇒ H.4 is true; The reaction 
“dies” when the glucose is 
consumed.
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irreversible reaction



The traffic light - Measurements and conclusions

● the trend lines are horizontal ⇒ H. 1 is false; the 
cycle time is approx. constant

● the order of the 4 lines on the graphs ⇒ H.3 is true; 
the cycle time decreases when increasing the 
temperature of the water used 21

water at 100℃ 
water at 75℃ 
water at 50℃ 
water at 20℃

stirrer



Final part
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Possible errors made in the experiments
● The quality of the materials influences the results of the 

experiment
○ Ex: using a bad quality methylene blue solution caused an 

irreversible reaction; the solution became red after adding the dye

● Human errors in noticing the color change
● The accuracy of the measuring devices
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MGVtRB1gIti0uK0N8UaaALIqgSO5U586/preview


Final conclusions - The blue bottle & The traffic light 

● The cycle time in both experiments is approximately constant.
● The cycle time decreases when increasing the concentration of the 

reducing solution (from the blue bottle experiment).
●  The cycle time decreases when increasing the temperature of the 

water used (from the traffic light experiment).
● The reaction “dies” when the glucose is consumed.
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Thank you for your 
attention!
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